When the dew is in the grass<br>
will never come no grass.

When Grass is dry at Morning light, look for Rain before the night.

A Summer fog, for fair; a winter fog, for rain.

Clear Night - cold days

When ditch and pond affect the rise, look for rain and stormy blues.

A good rain in June sets all in tune.

Calm weather in June sets one in tune.

Rain before 7, fine before 11.

Seconds' travelling far and wide, a rainy day will be tide.

A pink shower makes May flower.

The longer the frog the more the rain.

If it thunders on All Souls' Day, it brings good crops of corn and hay.

No weather is ill if the wind be still.

When the swallows' nest is high, Summer is dry; when the swallow's nest is low, you can safely reap and sow.
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